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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a set of detailed experimental data of 
room airflow with displacement ventilation. These data were 
obtainedfrom a new environmental test facility. The measure
ments were conducted for three typical room configurations: 
a small office, a large office with partitions, and a classroom. 

The distributions of air velocity, air velocity fluctuation, 
and air temperature were measured by omnidirectional hot
sphere anemometers, and contaminant concentrations were 
measured by tracer gas at 54 points in the rooms. Smoke was 
used to observe airflow. The data also include the wall suiface 
temperature distribution, air supply parameters, and the age 
of air at several locations in the rooms. 

A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) program with the 
Re-Normalization Group (RNG) k-e model was also used to 
predict the indoor airflow. The agreement between the 
computed results and measured data of air temperature and 
velocity is good. However, some discrepancies exist in the 
computed and measured concentrations and velocity fluctua
tion. 

INTRODUCTION 

Displacement ventilation may provide better indoor air 
quality than mixing ventilation and also save energy, but there 
is a question of the usefulness of this technology in U.S. build
ings with their higher cooling requirements. A first step in 
preparing a design guideline for displacement ventilation is 
careful experiments in several different buildings. 

Two main approaches are available for the study of 
airflow and pollutant transport in buildings: experimental 
investigation and computer simulation. In principle, direct 
measurements give the most realistic information concerning 
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indoor airtlow and pollutant transport, such as the distribu
tions of air velocity, temperature, relative humidity, and 
contaminant concentrations. Because the measurements must 
be made at many locations, direct measurements of the distri
butions are very expensive and time consuming. A complete 
measurement may take many months of work. Moreover, to 
obtain conclusive results, the airtlow and temperature from 
the heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems 
and the temperatures of the building enclosure should be 
maintained unchanged during the experiment. This is espe
cially difficult because outdoor conditions change over time 
and the temperatures of the building enclosure and the airflow 
and temperature from the HVAC systems will also change 
accordingly. 

An environmental chamber may be used to simulate an 
indoor space, to isolate the measured system from the external 
world. However, such an environmental chamber costs more 
than $300,000 with necessary equipment for measuring air 
velocity, temperature, relative humidity, and contaminant 
concentrations. Furthermore, it may not be easy to change 
from one spatial configuration to another. 

On the other hand, the airtlow and pollutant transport can 
be determined computationally by solving a set of conserva
tion equations describing the flow, energy, and contaminants 
in the system. Due to the limitations of the experimental 
approach and the increase in performance and affordability of 
high-speed computers, the numerical solution of these conser
vation equations provides a practical option for computing the 
airflow and pollutant distributions in buildings. The method is 
the computational fluid dynamics (CFO) technique. 

The CFO technique is a powerful tool for obtaining infor
mation about the indoor environment, such as airflow pattern 
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and the distributions of air velocity, temperature, turbulence 
intensity, and contaminant concentrations. Due to limited 
computer power and capacity available at present, turbulence 
models have to be used with the CFD technique in order to 
solve flow motion. The use of turbulence models leads� i:o 
uncertainties-in the computed results-because the nio�els are 
not universal. Therefore, it is essential to - validate a- CFD 
program by experimental data. 

Many experimental data are available in the literature, but 
very few of them can be used for validation. Experimental data 
for CFD validation must contain detailed information about 
flo� and thermal boundary conditions as well as flow and 
thermal parameters measured in the space. The data must also 

.include an error analysis. Unfortunately, not many of the 
experimental data include such detailed information. Popular 
data for validating room airflow are.from Cheesewright et al. 
( 1986) and Nielsen et al. ( 1978) .  Cheesewright's data are for 
natural convection and Nielsen's-· for forced convection. 
However, it is still not certain that a CPD program validated by -
their data can be used for normal room airflow with mixed 
convection (a combination of natural and forced convection). 

This paper presents detailed experimental data {or 
displacement ventilation. Displacement ventilaiion is mi:Xep 
convection and-represents ventilation reality in many build- -
ings. If a CPD program is validated by experin]�_ntal data fot:' 
displacement ventilation, the program should be abl_e to 
predict other indoor envitonments. The flow characte.ristics of 
displacement ventilation and other mixing ventilation are -
similar-both have strong pressure and buoyap_cy-di:iven ''. 
flows. 

The data presented in this paper will be usetno validate 
a CFJ? program with a suitable tur�ulen9e model. There are 

many turbulence models available. The "standard" k-E model 
(Launder and Spalding 1974) is probably most widely used in 
engineering ·calculations due to its relative simplicity. 
,Ho�ever, the model sometimes provides poor resulis .for 
indoor airflow. Many modifications have been applied to the 
standard model. However, the modified models do not have 
general applicability for indoor airflow. Chen ( 1995, 1996) 
�alculated the various indoor flows with eight different turbu
lence models. His study concluded that the Re-Normalization 
Group (RNG) k-£ model (Yokhot et al. 1992) is the best among 
the eddy-viscosity models tested. This paper will also 
compare this model's prediction for displacement ventilation 
in a room with the experimental data 

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 

The Chambers and HVAC Systems 

The environmental -test facility built to be used for 
ASHRAE Research l>rc:iject 949 is also used for research and 
the teaching of indooI' air quality, thermal comfort, enew effi-
ciency, thermal insulation, and HVAC systems. ·1 

The test facility, shown in Figure 1, consists of a well� 
insulated enclosure. Not shown in the figure are two doors at 
either end. A movable wall divides the enclosure into a test 
chamber and a clitnat� ehamber. At present, the larger one is 
used as the test chamber and the smaller one as the climate 
chamber. The lower part of the movable wall is an insulated 
exterior wall, and the upper part is a double-glazed window 
extending almost the whole width. Table 1 shows the dimen
sions and thermal resistance of the chambers. 

'the'.test chamber has tw'o 'ii.near diffusers, two circular 
ceiling diffusers, a grille .- ceiling exhaust, two flexible 
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TABLE 1 
Dimensions, Thermal Resistance; and HVAC System Capacities of the Test Facility 

. 
Dimensions Length 

� . Width 
Height 

' '  Partition height 
Window width 

Thermal Resistance Partition wall ,, 

Partition win�'?Y' 
Other walls 
Ceiling . 

. Floor 
, . .  ...;.\- Door . 

Capacities ofHVAC System Preheater . 
Supply fan . 

' .. Chiller 
... ·, � ,. : :R,eheate� . :-

. Humidifier 
, Return fan - ' ' 

Dampers 

displacement diffusers, a grille diffuser installed on the rear 
wall near the ceiling, and ano.ther grille exhaust on $� rel!I' 
wall near the floor. The climate chamber has one ceiling 
diffuser, one r(!ar wall diffuser, one ceiling exhaust, and one 
rear wall exhaust. All the diffusers and exhaus1S: can operate 
simultaneously or individually in both chambe:r;_s. .- ' 

. :::.' Test Chamber Climate Chamber 1: 

17ft (5.:16 m)' 10 ft (3.08 m) ( 

12fl(3.65 m) 
8 ft (2.43 m) 
3.9 ft (1.16 m) : 
11.5 ft (3.45 m)" .. 

30 fr·h·°F/Btu (5.3 K·m21W) ; 

1.5 ft2·h·°F/Btu (0.27 K·m2/W) . . 
30 fr·h·°F/Btu (5.3 K·m2/W) 
30 fr·h·°F/Btu (5.3 K·m21W) _ 

30 fr·h·°F/Btu (5.3 K·m21W) . 
30 ff.·h·°F/Btu (5.3 K·m21W) 
8kW - " 

560 cfm (930 m3/li) 
21 kyl 

, . ' Share with the test chamber 
8kW .... . 
11 kg-steam/h �·None 
560 cfm (930 m,3/h) 
560 cfm (930 �3/P) 

Equipmen.t 

: : · The major measuring equipment of the test facility 
includes: 

• A flow visualization system for observing airflow pat
terns 

Eacq chamber has a separate HVAO..S.ystem: .. The two 
systems are nearly identical: Table l also shows the capacities 
of the HVAC systems, Figtire 2 illustrates the configuration 
and control interface of the HVAC system. T.!:y;ee .. louvers 
control the putdoor air rate between 0%.�lt00%. The supply 
fan and return fan pave a variable-speed drive. The interface 
allows an interl!.ctive control of the systems. An operator can 
change any parameter, sucn"aS airflow rate, supply and return 
temperature, and humidity, by moving the• .... signs or by 
typing a number to the appropriate p��fu��: ·The� ·p"a;�e- · 

ters in different sectiqp.s of the HV AC systems are shown in the .. 
monitor and/oi''are wptten into a file in the time interval spec
ified by the operator. ·Nine-probe hot-wire anemometers, 
arranged ll:i aPiaftix. for& are used to measure the airflow rate. 
The HVAC and con,l}"Qt�esign allows a variable air supply rate 
ranging between 1 ACH and 20 ACH for the test chamber and 
2 ACH to 40 ACH for the climate chamber. 

• A hot:_sphere anemometer system for air velocity, veloc
ity fluctuation, and temperature measurements 

• . A tracer-gas system for measuring contaminant concen
trations and humidity 

• A th�rmocouple system for measuring surface and air 
temperatures 

. .. 
The �st chamber has tWo long slots and S.everal observa-

tion windows on the Walls. Light penetrates through the slots 
and forms a thin llght sheet. By injeeting smoke into the room, 

,; the hlffl.ow patteffl can be ot5setved:thr0ugh�fhose observation 
windows _normaj. .�the ligl:it.!lheet. The walls of the room have 

..been p�ted black to enhance visualization. The test facility 
has two types of smoke source: a theater fog generator and an 
air current kit. The theater fog generator produces smoke with 
a temperature far above the environmental temperature. The 
smoke is cooled through a long tube before entering the room 
to approach neutral buoyancy. This generatqi; prqduces a �arge 
amount of smoke and is good for obs��g now supply air is 
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Figure 2 The control inteiface of the HVAC system. 

distributed in the room. However, it is not ideal for visualizing 
the airflow pattern in a particular area. The air. current kit 
remedies this problem. The kit generates a very small amount 
of smoke locally. 

Air velocity in the occupied zone is often lower than 
50 fpm (0.25 mis) because of the comfort requirements. 
Most hot-sphere and hot-wire anemometers have great 
uncertainties when they are used for the measurement of 
low velocities. The reason is that the natural convection 
from the hot sphere or bot wire produces a false air velocity 
of the same magnitude. Although a laser doppler anemome
ter (LDA) can be used, the time and effort are tremendous 
because the measurements must be done for many locations 
in a room and it is difficult to move the LD:A to different 
measuring locations. In .recent years, partiyle image veloci
metric (PIV) systems have attracted considerable attention. 
A PIV system can measure two-dimensional field veloci
ties. However, at present; a>PIV system is not able to 
measure an area larger than 2 ft x 2 ft (0'.5' m x 0.5 m) with 
a reasonable resolution, even with· a powerful Nd-Yag· laser 
and a good recorder. It is not feasible to use the PIV system 
for the field measurements 41 .an indoo� sp�ce nowadays. 

Hence, there is no effective te�hnique to measure lqw 
air velocities throughout an indoor-space. In °the eip nment, 
w� usedi the hot-sphere anemometers fo,r the measurements 
of au velocity, v.elocity. fluctl!�tion, and temperature!'in the 
room: �,anal2ifdigiuµ data (ADD) boll!d was used for data 
acqui�ipqp.. For veloc}ty. the measurement-range-of the hot-

. ' � ' .. 
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sp.Q.ere anemometers is 10 fpm to 1000 fpm (0.05 mis to 5 mis); 
the repeatability is 2 fpm (0.01 mis), or 2% of the readings. 
The anemometers cannot reliably measure velocity when the 
magnitude is lower than 20 fpm (0.10 mis) The measuring 
errors for air temperature are 0.5°F (0.3 K), including the 

·errors introduced by the d;na acquisition systems. Since the 
probe size is large (about 1/8 in. or 0.003 m in diameter), the 

·:probes are not sensitive to high-frequency VC?locity fluctua
tion, and it is difficult to estimate the errors f�r velocity flue-
tuation. I '  

A multi-:g!JS monitor and analyzer system is used to deter
n:iine indoor; air quality. The tracer-gas system can measure 
m�y different types of tracer gases. The presenrinvestigation 
us¢ SF6 and C02• SF6 is better than C02 because the back
ground concentration of SF6 is almost zero. C02 is inexpen
sive. and was used to check the results obtained witli'SF6. In 
addltion, the water vapor Concentration was also meaiured to 

.. .. ,,. � ' 

determine relative humidity in the room. The error for measui-
. mg concentration is at an ac�ptable 10%. 
·.· ·, Therniocm,iples were. used to measure air temperature and 
surface temperature of the room enclosures. Marly state-of-the

; art data.acquisition syst�ms use ADD boards .However, most 
ADD J:?g�ds., we.tested have ,a;0.9°F·(0.4 K) error and have at 
least 0.4-°Fhnenth(0.2:K/month) drift. Therefore,. we decided 
to use a data logger and found that the error fof measUring 
temperature by the·enfue·systemis about 0:89F (0.4 K). ·' 

- ; j,_ · (: �) i: • . ; �'.I�: ·. ',_; � ' : '..,;i •t - i 
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Figure 3 Space layout of a two-person office used in the 
exper'iment. . . 

Test Procedure 
.. 

We conducted several measurements with different 
configurations: a small office, a· large office W,l�Partitions, 
and a classroom. Figure 3 shows the two-person stnall office 
configuration used in the experiment. 

A perforated displacement diffuser, 1.7 ft (0.5 m) wide 
and 3.6 ft (1.1 m) high, was placed at the middle of the right
side wall near the floor. The effective area ratio is 10%. The 
exhaust, 1 .4 ft; x 1 .4 ft (0.43 m x 0.43 m), was at the center of 
the ceiling. 

The occupants in the testroom were simulated by two 
boxes, 1.3 ft (0.4 m) long, 1.2.it (0.35 m) wide, and 3.6 ft 
(1.1 m) high, each heated by three 25 W lightbulbs. The 
measured surface temperature was between 82°F and 86°¥ 
(28_°C and 30°C).,Two point sources of SF6;�ere in,troduced 
at the top of the two boxes to simulate contaminants from the 
occupants, with an initial velocity of 9 fpm (0.045 mis) in the 
horizontal direction. Two PCs were used to':.generate heat. 
One cgenerated -108 W and the other 173 W. Six. 34 W fluo
rescent lamps were l:l,Sed during the experiment as overhead 
lig1Ull!g. :W.\.addition, two tables and.two file cabinets were 
also. � the r0om. The ve!J.tilation rate. was 4 ACH, corr�
sponding to � face velocityA>f 18 fpm (0.09 m/s),ai the 
diffus��.:nie· s'upply arr' tei:Dp�;��e was controlled at 6�5°F 
(17 .0°t). The window �urface i�mperat;ure was 81.1°F -
82':-6°F (27.3°C --28.1°C), �a �e suif1c� t�OO>erarure o;n�e 
movable wall was· 75.6°F·- 9.9°F (24.2°C .: 26.6°C). The 
!'urface temp�tures: on the:other. walls were 73.9°F - 78.8°F 
(23.�0<:;,-.7,6".()0�). , ·, .: 1:., ' ': • '' , • .  cii. �. 

: Five movable p<rtes· were placed in tliSiteSt room; 1each 
supporting six Mt-.sphere anemometers arid'sixair-'sampllng 
tuge�.,Additionally.itwo thermocouples were.anached on each 
P,ole, tp me8§ure zj temp.�i;atµre1pear the floor and ceiling. A 
total .O.t 40 therm,ocoµples, werp; u�� �o:me,asure the surface 
temperatures of the floor, ceiling, window, and walls. 

Measurements were conducted under steady-state condi
.. ti:ons by stabilizing the room thermal and fluid conditions for 
more than 12 hours before recording the data. Air velocity, air 
t�mperature, and SF6 concentration were measured at nine 
different positions with a total of 54 measuring points for air 

·velocity, 72 for air temperature, and 54 for tracer gas. 
The"Ul«}asured·air velocities can be used for determining 

· '"·turl:iwence 1'ntensity, and the �easured concentrations can be 
used to find the local mean age of air. Since the omnidirec
tional anemometers have a large uncertainty in measuring low 

' air velocity, we feel the fluctuating velocity, lu'I, could provide 
more accurate information than turbulence intensity. This 
investigation has further used the step-up and decay method to 
determine the age of air, 't: 

Joo[ c(t)-c(O)J ( ) 
't = 0 1 - c(oo) _ c(O) dt step-up , 

r[c(t)-c(oo)]dt 
't = o c(O)-c(oo) (decay), 

(1) 

(2) 

where c(t), c(O), and c(oo) are the tracer-gas concentration 
' measured at time= t, 0, and infinite, respectively. 

· .. 

THE COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS MODEL 

Tt:ie.- �e-:Norr.nalization Group (RNG) k-E Model 
The governing equations for the RNG k-E model are as 

follows. 

where 
't •· =time 
·1p::. = air densitY, kg/m3 
cj> = 1 for mass continuity 

= ui (j = J, 2, and 3) for three components of 
momentum 

= k for kinetic energy of turbulence· 
= e for dissipation rate" of turbulence energy 
= "T for �mpbrature 

�
. J 

= c foi�on�t concentiati.o� ·.-, ;·-:--· •(.. 

= . coordinate 
I?�e.tr 1 = eff�ve·diffusion coefficient '.; 
S� · i:::' source term 
The cl>, r <!>• and S� iiire'futtlier listed in: Table 2. 

' ,. !: j. •• 

�ougdary Conditi�n� 

· . 

(3) 

''l. 

Since the RNG k� model is valid'�for high Reynolds 
number turb'lllent fl.ow, wall functions-· are needed for the near 
wall region where the .fl(rw"·Re)'nolds ·riumber·'i.s:low. The 
present investigation:Uses the followfug wall functions (Laim
der and Spalding 1974): 

5 
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TABLE 2 
Values of q,, r $• and S$ 

cl> rdl 
1 0 . 0 

U; µ+µ, 
k. ., (µ+µ,)/Ok .. G-p£+G8 
E ' ' (µ + µ,)10£ 

� 
T '· µto1 + µ1/01 

(C et G -Ce2PE + Ce3G8)£/k + R 
Sr 

c - (µ +µ,)Joe Sc 

where 

µ is laminar viscosity 
2 -

µ1 = p C µ � is �btµent visc�sity 

au.(Clu - au.) G = µ1� � + ? is the turbulent production <:JXJ <:JXj <:JX ; 

G8 = -g;ppµ, �T is the turbuleI).t production due to buoyancy 
. r1<:1X; 

c· 113c1 -11/TJoh? R = µ 3 k is the source tenn from renonnalization 
1 + PTJ 

k 1/2 1(Cl"; �) 11 = S- , S = (2S .. S .. ) , S .. = - � + � £ I) I] I] 2 <:JXj <:JX j 

,, 

. 

" ' I 

'I 

.. 

! 

Cµ = 0.0845, Ce1 = 1.42, C£2 = 1.68, C£3 = 1.0 are the model constants : 

Ok= 0.7194; <1e = 0.7194, o1 = 0.71, <11 = 0.9, <Jc = LO·are Prandtl or Schmidt numbers 

For velocity: 

("t)l/21 ( y ) 
U = p ;clog y*E 

where 
U = velocity parallel to the wall 
't 
1( 
y 

E 

y* 

6 

= wall shear stress 
, = von Kannan constant (0.41� 

= distance between:the first grid node cgid the wan 
= an integration constant (9.0) 
= a length scale 

For kinetic energy of turbulence: 

k d��C l�Z ��'; 
µ -- -

For <ijssipation ra�e ofJUrpulenf kinetic ener�;:� 
......... ' .... - .::.: ···��- ·�· -

For temperature: 

. (-C)3/2 i' £ = - -

p Ky 

(4) 

(5) 

where 

q = heatflux 

; . 

he ;- •f=. convective-cheat transfer coefficient 

Tw = wall temperature 

(7) 

We use Equation 7 for temperature boundary 4'.stead of 
the "standard"' wall· functio� proposed by Launder and Spal
di\1g (1974) because the wall function would predict grid
dependent bea� flux and cause an unacceptable error. The he 
usCd is based on our experimental data (Chen et al. 1989). This 
is Undesirable in numerical prediction because the he is gener
ally unknown. Very recently, we developed a new one-equa
tionmodel for the near wall flow (Xu 1998). The heat transfer 

l •" . 
ca'll be correctly calculated With the new model. 

I 

.... : Numerical T_!'ch.ni9ue.: . 

(6) 
The governing equations are solved numerically. The 

'!Y,ho�c; computational domain, the SP<!-Ce 6f the· room, needs'"to 
,. be �yided into a.number of finite volumes· by a grid system. 

The flow variables, such as velocity, temperature, and concen-

CH-99-6-1 (4265) (RP-949) 



TABLE3 
Grid Refinement 

Grid Size CPU Time (Hour) 
72 x 66 x 36 180 

48 x44 x24 45 

29 x 30 x 19 13 

tration, are solved at the center of each finite volume. The 
more grids used, the more accurate the results will be. 
However, a fine grid will cost more computing time and 
capacity. Table 3 shows the computing time for three different 
grid sizes. The difference between the results with two finer 
grids is very small; therefore, we use a 48 x 44 x 24 grid for 
comparison with the experimental data. 

A commercial CFD code was used for the computations. 
By default, the code uses the finite-volume method and the 
upwind-difference-scheme for the convection term. The 
convergence criterion was set such that the respective sums of 
the absolute residuals of sources of p, ui, T, c, k, and E must be 
less than 10·3. 

RESULTS 

'Clone with nine poles; each pole had ten sensors to measure 
, temperature and six sensors to measure velocity and tracer-gas 
concentration. The vertical axes are dimensionless elevation 
normalized by room height (Z = 0 is the .floor and Z = 1 is the 
ceiling). The horizontal axes are dimensionless measured 
parameters. 

Figure 5 clearly shows that the displacement ventilation 
system created temperature stratification. The temperature 
gradient in the lower part of the office is much larger than the 
one in the upper part because most heat sources (occupants 
and computers) are located in the lower part of the room and 
airflow changes direction in the lower part. Since occupants 
stay in the lower part of the room, the temperature stratifica
tion represents a potential risk of draft. One important crite
rion in the design of a displacement ventilation system is to 
ensure that the temperature difference is sufficien�y small 
between the head and foot level. The agreement between the 
computed temperature and measured data is excellent. 

Figure 6 shows the tracer-gas concentration profiles in the 
room. The tracer-gas sources were introduced at the head level 
of the tvw occupants (the two small squares in the right bottom 
figure). The SF6 concentration in the occupied zone is much 
lower than in the upper zone. The concentration increases 
rapidly between Z of 0.4 and 0.5, which can be considered as 

Figure 4 shows the flow pattern, observed by using smoke the stratification height. Since convective flow around the 
and computed by the CFD technique, in the midsection :human body may bring the air at the lower level to the breath-
through the diffuser (the dashed line in Figure 3). The velocity ing level, displacement ventilation provides better indoor air 
determined from the smoke visualization is rather reliable quality than mixing ventilation. 
because the speed is low. The computed flow pattern agrees There are discrepancies between the computed concen-
with the observed one. Due to buoyancy, the cold air from the tration profile and the measured data. Since the tracer gas is a 
supply diffuser spreads at the floor level. This cold airflow is point source and recirculating flow exists in the upper part of 
like a jet and induces the surrounding air. As a result, the ... �e office, the tracer-gas concentration in the upper part is not 
induction causes a reverse flow in the layer-between 1.5 .ft to, · ' Wiiform iiod very sensitive to the position and boundary condi-
3 ft (0.5 m to 1 m) above the floor. The figure does not show tions. For example, the results for pole 9 show a difference in 
the thermal plumes generated by occupants and computers the concentration distributions between two positions that are 
because they are in a different section. only 1 ft (0.3 m) apart. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the 

Figures 5 through 8 present, respectively, the measured computation is acceptable. 
and computed temperature, SF6 concentration, velocity, and Figure 7 shows that the velocity in most of the space, 
velocity fluctuation. in. the office. The measurements were except near the floor, is lower than 10 fpm (0.05 mis). The 
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magnitude is so low that the hot-sphere 
anemometers may fail to give accurate 
results, but the computed results agree 
with the data. The measured velocity is 
also close to tliat observed through the use 
of smoke. The· velocity near the floor is 
large( than that in tlte center of the room 
because the diffuser is installed at floor 

-level. Draft risk exists in the near diffuser 
area, such as that indicated in p0le 1, 
whex:e the· air velocity is high and the air 

.. 

700 

temperature is low. 600 
The, experiment also measured soo o 

velocity fluctuation. Figure 8 shows the . 
· -

. 
0 ali ed fl tu ..: 1 .ty b th Figure JO The computed (conto1.1rs) and measured (values in boxes) age of .air in n on z uc aung ve oc1 y e . -

mean supply air velocity, instead of the the midsection of the office. 

local mean velocity, in order to avoid 
' 

.... \\ . .. . . 
additional undeHamty of tlte low local mean velocity. The 
computed profiles in the figure are the quantities of J2k. , 

where k is ffie turbulent kinetic energy. The computed values 
are larger than the measured ones, which might be due to the • ' f'� 

errors introduced by the anemometers we used for measure-
ment of"l:he fluctuating velocity. Beeause of the large probe 
size, 1/8 in. ( 3  mm) in diariieter, the anemometers may not be 
able to measure the high-frequency velocity ·fluctuations. 
Furthermore, the turbulence model may not accurately calcu
late turbulent energy. Therefore, it is not surprisfugiit) see the 
large discrepancies 'between the computed profiles and 
measured data. 

Figure 9 shows the measured transient:'C02 concentration 
at.1the middle of p·o1e 4. From the measured data, we have 
calculated the age of air in the office. Figure 10 compares the 
computed (contours) and measured (values in boxes) age of air 
in the midsection of the office. Table 4 further shows that the 
measured age of air is 10% smaller than the computed one. 
The age of air is younger in the lower part of the office with 
displacement ventilation than in the upper part. This is why 
displacement ventilation can provide better indoor air quality 
in the occupied zone, that is, in the lower part of the space. 

Due to limited space available in this paper, the results 
presented here are not complete. We have prepared a separate 

1100 

e 1()00 c.. 900 .::-
c 800 0 ·-

'tU ... 
700 

- 600 c 
8 500 c 0 CJ 400 

300 
10:00:00 11:12:00 12:24:00 13:36:00 

time 

.. I 
report that detai).s all the measured data and thermal and fluid 
boundary conditions for the s�all office, a large office with 
partitions, and a classroom. The report is available on-line. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Experimental data of displacement ventilation for a small 

office, a l;;irie office with partitions, and a classroom are avail
ab1e for :yalidation of CFD programs. The data include 
detB..iled mformation, such as 

, .... • J '' I •  

• ' 'ifierinal .ilid flow boundary conditions; 
\' 

• airflow patterns observed by using smoke; 
• ·· th� distributions of air temperature, concentration of 

tracer gas, air velocity, and velocity fluctuation; 
• the age of air. 

The experimental data include error analysis for the 
measuring equipment. The data are available on-line. 

A CPD program with the RNG k�e model of turbulence 
has been used to predict the airflow pattern, the distributions 
of the air temperature, concentration of tracer gas, air velocity 
and velocity fluctuation, and the age of air in the small office. 
The computed air temperature and velocity agree well with the 
measured data. However, some discrepancies are found 

14:48:00 

between the computed and measured tracer-gas 
concentration in the upper part of the office. The agree
ment is less satisfactory between the computed and 
measured distribution of velocity fluctuation. T he 
discrepancies between computed and measured age of 
air are 10%. Despite the discrepancies, the CFO 
program can be used for simulation of airflow in a room 
with displacement ventilation. 
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TABLE 4 . .. 
I I ' 

Comparison of the Age of Air Between CFO Computation and Measurement 

Position 
Point 

x [ft (m)] y [ft (m)] 

1 5.8 (1.74) 6.3 (1.88) 

-� 5.8 (1 .74) 6.3 (1 .88) 

3 5.8 (1.74) 6.3 (1 .88) 

4 12.2 (3_.66) 6.3 (1.88) 

5 12.2 (3.66) 6.3 (1.88) 

6 12.2 (3.66) 
·. 

. .  6.3 (1 .88) .. 

7 8.6 (2.58) 6.3 (1 .88) 
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